


The Lush Green City

The Jungle of  
Changing Spots

The Desert  

of Lost and Found

The UPSIDE-DOWN  
Mountains

The Tallest Lighthouse

The Hidden Lak
e

The Paper Mountains

The Labyrinth of Desires



The Ca
pe  

of Flying 
Fish

The Bubble Gum
  

Volcano

The Hidden Lak
e

The Ice Arena

The City  
of Butterflies

The Sleeping Whale

The Sweet Sea 

Islands

The Paper Mountains

The Sea Forest



© Ana de Lima illustrated these marvelous oddities just as she had imagined them in her mind.
© Mia Cassany wrote about these places just as she had pictured them in her dreams.

One day, both of them sat down together for some coffee and carrot cake. They talked about maps and  
came up with colors and languages for an atlas that would never exist like this. Or would it?
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Every night I dream of a magical place – a place 
that only exists in my mind for a brief moment. 
You can explore this make-believe world in the  

atlas. In my imagination, however, it really exists. 

I fantasize and journey through a world in which 
the impossible is normal and the possible is  

jumbled up. Come with me, give me your hand  
and let’s take a peek at a world that only becomes 

visible when we dream together.

Come with me to places that will surprise  
and inspire you.





Atchoo!  
Every time someone sneezes, 

the animals change their 
coats. If at first they were silky 

soft with black and white 
stripes, they later become 

wiry and spotted the next time 
you sneeze. You cannot 

remember what they  
looked like at first  
because as soon as  

you sneeze… 




